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Single pulse nm-size grating formation in polymers using laser ablation
with an irradiation wavelength of 355 nm
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Laser ablation at 355 nm of a specially designed polymer was used as a true single step dry-etching
process to create a two-beam interference grating. Gratings with groove spacings of 180 and 1090
nm were created with single laser pulses. Moreover, by varying the laser fluence and/or the angle
between the two beams, variable modulation frequencies~depth/spacing! could be obtained.
Additional pulses deteriorated the grating quality, demonstrating the importance of the single pulse
approach. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!00333-2#
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Gratings, especially diffraction gratings, are fabricat
using two different processes. Mechanically ruled gratin
are fabricated with diamond tools, whereas interfere
~sometimes called holographic! gratings are fabricated with
light. Interference gratings have the advantage that there
ist no errors in ruling compared to mechanically fabrica
grooves. In addition, interference gratings are entirely free
small periodic or random groove placement errors, found
even the best mechanically ruled gratings.1 This gives sig-
nificant advantages for spectroscopic systems in which l
is performance limiting~e.g., Raman spectroscopy of solids!.

Gratings having micron to submicron periodicity ha
other important applications in optoelectronic devices~e.g.,
Bragg type filters!2 and for alignment of liquid crystals.3 The
standard technique for the fabrication of these gratings is
irradiation of a photoresist followed by various developme
and dry etching processes.4 These are relatively complicated
time consuming technologies. Many different approaches
the direct writing of gratings in polymers and glasses ha
been developed. For example, using polarized UV la
beams and fluencesbelowthe threshold of polymer ablation
laser induced periodic surface structures~LIPSSs! are
formed.5,6 Gratings with spacings in the submicron range c
be produced in this way. The process has some difficulty
reproducing gratings with exactly the same spacing7 and it is
still a relatively time consuming process, needing seve
hundreds of laser pulses. Laser ablation, on the other h
offers an alternative, simple technique for grating generat
Grating like structures can be produced under ablation c
ditions ~laser fluences above the ablation threshold! from
stretched polymer films.8–10A completely different approach
uses a photocurable monomer and a contact mask~using the
volume contraction of the polymer and diffusion of th
monomer into the polymerization area!.11 Faster techniques
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for highly reproducible gratings use phase masks,12,13Talbot
interferometers,14,15 transmission gratings with imaging
optics,16 and Michelson interferometers.17 All of these tech-
niques use laser fluences above a certain material depen
threshold. The resulting gratings range in size from micr
to sub 100 nm size spacing, and are highly reproducib
Single pulse grating formation has been reported o
recently.2

We have studied single and multiple~<10 pulses! pulse
grating formation in a photodecomposable polymer at 3
nm using a Michelson setup~shown in Fig. 1!. The polymer
was chosen because of its high sensitivity,18,19 the possibility
of a photochemical ablation mechanism,20 and the absence o
solid ablation products21 which could contaminate the sur
face lowering the grating quality, or necessitate additio
cleaning steps.

The synthesis of the polymer~structure shown as inser
in Fig. 1! has been described previously.22 Thin films of the
polymer ~'1–2 mm! were prepared by spin coating, als
described in detail elsewhere.23 The roughness of the spin
coated films was measured using atomic force microsc
~AFM!. The mean roughness was between 1.5 and 2.0
over a 10mm scan length. The ablation experiments used
frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser~3 ns pulse length and 1 Hz
repetition rate! in a Michelson setup~shown in Fig. 1!. The
linear absorption coefficient of the polymer at 355 nm

y,FIG. 1. Experimental setup with inserts of the chemical structure of
polymer.
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html
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 to
'1.153105 cm21. The spacing of the gratings can be var-
ied according to the equation

25 1
2lsin21~u /2! ~1!

by changing the intersection angleu ~l is the laser wave-
length, here fixed at 355 nm!. The grating formation~depth
and spacing! was determined by AFM. We generated tw
different spacingsd, of '1.09 mm and '180 nm, respec-
tively, at two different laser fluences and with single a
multiple laser pulses. The grating spacing of 180 nm w
chosen because it is close to the theoretical limit ofl/2.

Well-defined interference gratings with spacings cor
sponding to the expected values were found for single p
experiments. We believe that the quality of the gratings is
least as good as the best previously reported gratings for
in polymers by direct writing methods. The gratings form
here are much deeper than the gratings described in R
12–17. The only other study that we are aware of us
single pulses tried polyimide as a substrate. Gratings wi
spacing of 1mm and a depth of about 80 nm could b
achieved. However, scanning electron microscope res
suggested that some ablation products~debris! were contami-
nating the grating surface.2 The specially designed polyme
used in our experiment results in a debris-free ablati
promising a one step process; i.e., no postprocessing is
essary. This arises from the fact that the polymer produ
gaseous products, which do not condensate on the surfac
other studies, multiple pulses~four to several hundreds! have
been used, but the grating depths were still quite limi
~20–100 nm!.11–16 In addition, multipulse techniques see
to have problems with the quality of the gratings. Som
times, substructures on top of the remaining ridges
detected,13,14 or the grooves are wider than the remaini
ridges.15 We also encountered problems with grating qua
when using multiple pulses, which will be discussed late

Using laser ablation as a fabrication technique provi
the unique advantage that the grating depth can be va
continuously by adjusting the laser power. Realistic dep
for specially designed polymers and not too shallow ang
u, are in the range of several hundred nm for a single pu
Moreover, reference data for etch rate versus laser flue
allows the depths of the grooves to be predetermined
addition, the spacing of the grating is also easily accesse
varying the angleu. Thus, spacings of'l/2 to '10 mm for
our setup are readily achievable.

While ruled gratings are separated into different famil
according to their blaze angle, interference gratings are
egorized by using the modulation frequencya defined as

a5 d/s , ~2!

whered is depth ands is spacing of the grating.1

In general, five different ranges are used to categorize
interference grating:

~i! a<0.05, with a peak reflectivity wavelength at 3.4d
53.4as ~a blazed grating with an equivalent pea
wavelength will require a groove depth 1.7 tim
greater!;

~ii ! 0.05<a,0.15, with a flat efficiency for the first orde
of l/s from 0.35 to 1.4;Downloaded 14 Feb 2001 to 129.129.91.54. Redistribution subject
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~iii ! 0.15<a,0.25, with a reasonable efficiency forl/s
.0.45;

~iv! 0.25<a,0.40, with the maximum efficiency of al
interference gratings for 0.65,l/s;

~v! a.0.4, with little applications, except sometimes f
grazing incidence applications.

Two different laser fluences~80 and 240 mJ cm22! and
therefore two different depths were achieved when crea
the gratings. Figure 2 shows AFM data for the experim
with a single pulse and a fluence of 80 mJ cm22. The insert
in Fig. 2 shows theX–Z plot of the data. As seen in Figs.
and 2, the grating is of high quality, with no debris contam
nating the surface, nor is there any evidence of substructu
The grooves and ridges are equidistant and the tops of
ridges are relatively flat and not rounded. The depth of
grating is '135 nm, corresponding to a modulation fr
quencya of 0.12.

Higher laser fluences yielded deeper gratings as
pected, but we observed slight differences in the width of
grooves. Specifically, at 80 mJ cm22, 0.7 mm wide grooves
are found, while 0.85mm wide grooves are observed at 24
mJ cm22. This has been previously reported and attributed
the ablation threshold,13,14which will cause wider areas to b
ablated at the higher fluences. Assuming a Gaussian l
intensity profile, the diameter of the beam with intensiti
above a constant threshold increases with increasing ene
For the 240 mJ cm22 irradiation a grating depth of aroun
450 nm results, corresponding to a modulation frequency
0.41. This demonstrates how easily modulation frequen
are accessed with the laser ablation approach and throug
use of specially designed polymers.

The 180 nm spaced gratings reveal much shallow
depths at the same given laser fluence than the micron
gratings. For example, applying 80 mJ cm22 results in a
groove depth of 30 nm, while for the micron-sized grating
depth of 125 nm was found. The nm grating experiments
conducted close to the theoretical spacing limit, and the
fore require an angleu close to 180°. We modeled the inte
ference pattern of two overlapping plane waves at the an
u, corresponding to the 1mm and 180 nm grating. Adding up
the fields and attenuating the fields for the penetration i
the material, using the linear absorption coefficient, revea
differences in the etch depth between the two gratings.
experimental results could be reproduced very well with
additional scaling factor for the etch depth. This shows t
the difference in the grating depths for the 180 nm and 1mm
grating at the same laser fluence is caused by the longer
within the material, and hence less deep penetration of

FIG. 2. AFM image of grating of 1090 nm spacing: one pulse with
mJ cm22 with the X–Z plot as inset.

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html
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interference field into the material for the shallow angles
Nevertheless, gratings with nm-size spacing were fa

cated. Figure 3 shows the AFM data andX–Y plot for a
single pulse grating with an irradiation fluence of 1
mJ cm22. The unstructured patches in Fig. 3 are most pr
ably due to impurities or decomposed polymer that exh
no absorption at the irradiation wavelength. The struct
shows quite a lot of irregularities. This is due to the me
tioned mechanism for irradiation at very shallow angles. T
surface roughness~2 nm! and surface contaminations wi
cause substantial shading at grazing incidence irradiatio

The grating depths of 30 and 60 nm for irradiation w
80 and 155 mJ cm22, correspond to modulation frequencie
of 0.17 and 0.33, respectively.

In an attempt to improve the modulation frequency,
increasing the grating depths, experiments with multi
pulses~2–10! have been performed. After multiple pulses
pronounced deterioration of the grating was detected,
shown in Fig. 4. For the 1mm grating the depth increase
slightly with the second pulse, but the structure showed r
ognizable deterioration of the grating quality. Upon furth
irradiation the depth as well as the quality of the gratin
were reduced. This effect is even more pronounced for
180 nm gratings.

The deterioration of the grating~shown in Fig. 4! with
successive pulses cannot be attributed to thermal effe
since in an experiment using a mask and projection te
nique ~1 mm slit pattern and multiple pulses with 20
mJ cm22! sharp contours remained. Additionally, the therm
diffusion length for the laser pulse corresponds only
30–40 nm for commercial polymers such as poly~ethylene–
terephthalate!.

At the present stage of our research program we can
offer tentative explanations for these observations. Lase
stabilities, such as thermal lensing, can definitely change
beam path between successive pulses, which will later
shift the grating from pulse to pulse. We don’t believe, ho
ever, that a shadowing effect of the already existing grat

FIG. 3. AFM image of grating of 180 nm spacing: one pulse with 1
mJ cm22 with the X–Z plot as inset.

FIG. 4. AFM image of grating of 1090 nm spacing: five pulses with
mJ cm22 with the X–Z plot as inset.
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on successive pulses is responsible, especially in the ca
the micron size grating, whereu is only 18°. Diffracted light
from the grating formed in the first pulse may not reach
ablation threshold, as the diffraction efficiency for ordersn
.1 amounts to less than 5%. Another possible reason co
be the fact that the film thickness is only 1–2mm, and the
absorption coefficient is 115 000 cm21. Therefore, some light
will penetrate the film and be partially reflected from th
substrate. Light below the threshold of ablation will deco
pose the chromphores and thereby bleach the material,
not cause ablation. Therefore, polymer areas with differ
absorption at the laser wavelength or partially crosslink
polymers, with different properties, are formed. These ma
rial properties will also influence the possible application
the gratings. UV light causes decomposition of the polym
and will therefore damage the grating and reduce its dura
ity. Therefore an application as reflective grating would
desirable, where metallization would act as UV protection
increase the durability.

Formation of two beam interference gratings in a spec
designed polymer using a direct writing method~laser abla-
tion! have been demonstrated. Well-defined gratings w
variable spacings and depths~and therefore modulation! can
be achieved with single pulses. No further cleaning steps
necessary, because the products of ablation are gaseous
ditional pulses deteriorate the gratings, demonstrating
importance of the single pulse approach.
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